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All the world’s a stage, and our Courtyard Stage welcomes the world!
6:45 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

July 2023

Program subject to change.

WEDNESDAY

Phoenix and Four Directions
A soulful celebration of culture, love, and gratitude

Thursday

The Rogue Suspects: GIRLS Just Wanna Have Fun
Three dynamic singers presenting a tribute to the women of ’80s pop music

Friday

Salsa Brava
7-piece Afro-Cuban salsa band

Saturday

Lisa and the Dynamics
July 1
A 5 piece band that plays an amazing selection of live music

Actual Reality presents Jazz on Broadway
Broadway songs with a jazzy sound

Creekside Strings Camp Fiddlers
Fiddlers from Creekside Strings Fiddle Camp with a camp finale performance

Inna Kvtun
Traditional Ukrainian folk singer from Kyiv, Ukraine, with Mysha Caruso

Adey Bell and Venus Exalted
Bathe in luminous, loving soundscapes of beauty, truth, and magick

From One to Another
Visual Sovereignty Project Showcase. A showcase of oral traditions and passing down from one to another.

2 8 Tha Native and Chikachar
Hip Hop Emcee, member of the Hip Hop Congress, with drummer Chikachar

TBA
Stay tuned—to be announced soon!

SOU Theatre meets Trashcan Shakespeare
SOU Theatre presents an entirely unrehearsed performance of A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Jaz Karaoke
Jaz Hall loves these songs. Bet you will too.

BROTHER
Hypnotic and uplifting. Celtic mythology comes to life today.

To help preserve the lawn, please refrain from leaving unattended blankets before 5:00 p.m.

At selected Green Show performances, an OSF photographer will be taking photos for use in OSF marketing and on our website. If anyone in your party does not wish to be included in photos, please see our production staff before the show.

Watch osfashland.org/greenshow as we release Green Show calendars in August and September!

Please help us ensure the safest, most enjoyable Green Show experience possible by following these guidelines:

- Absolutely no alcohol is permitted.
- Chairs over one inch above the ground should be placed on the perimeter of the lawn and please, for everyone’s safety, not on the granite blocks.
- Please be mindful of accessible seating and yield to our friends who may need it. Keep stairways and railings clear for people with access needs.